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List of abbreviations
BLAST - Basic local alignment search tool
BLASTN - Basic local alignment search tool nucleotide
BLASTP - Basic local alignment search tool protein
cDNA - complementary DNA
dsRBP - double-stranded RNA binding protein
dsRNA - double-stranded RNA
E-value - Expect value
GI - Giardia intestinalis
GM - Giardia muris
HSP - high-scoring segment pair
miRNA - microRNA
nc - non-coding
ncRNA - non-coding RNA
nt - nucleotide
piRNA - piwi interacting RNA
pre-miRNA - precursor mircroRNA
pri-miRNA - primary mircroRNA
RISC - RNA-induced silencing complex
RNAi - RNA interference
RNP - ribonucleoprotein
rRNA - ribosomal RNA
siRNA - short interference RNA
snoRNA - small nucleolar RNA
tRNA - transfer RNA
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Abstract
RNAi and its associated small ncRNAs have revolutionized our understanding on regulatory
pathways and activities in eukaryotes. Small ncRNAs such as miRNA and siRNA have the ability
to regulate gene expressions through mRNA degradation or translational repression. To further
understand the evolutionary path of this post-transcriptional regulation, studies with deepbranching organisms are crucial. In this study, small ncRNAs have been searched for in Giardia
muris by the means of different bioinformatic methods and tools using high-throughput
sequencing data. This paper also covers an introduction to the field of bioinformatics in
relationship to the identification of small ncRNAs. The result yielded four possible conserved
ncRNAs between G. muris and Giardia intestinalis and two possible snoRNAs in G. muris. The
time frame for this study was unfortunately not enough to analyse all candidates or find
conclusive nucleotide sequences of potential ncRNAs. Therefore, the main approach for further
studies should involve the analysis of all candidates and the determination of sequence specific
ncRNAs. Since candidate regions revealed several potential ncRNA sequences of the same length
within that specific region, these sequences should be aligned to find a common pattern,
hopefully yielding sequence specific small ncRNAs.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Non coding RNA: from junk to vital regulatory elements
Many discovered non-coding RNAs, except for ribosomal RNA and transfer RNA, was long
considered as junk or transcriptional noise because of their unknown function. Non-coding RNAs
are RNA molecules that do not get translated into proteins, but instead might have some other
cellular function. Recent studies have shown that these non-coding (nc)RNA molecules play vital
roles in many organisms (Mattick 2009, Wilusz et al. 2009), like regulating cellular processes
such as apoptosis, cell differentiation, stress responses and many more. Thanks to effective
computational methods a large set of novel ncRNAs has been discovered. Between 2005 and
2007 the estimated amount of functional ncRNAs in the human genome counted to several
thousands (Washietl et al. 2005, Washietl et al. 2007), and the number of newly discovered
ncRNAs are just increasing.
To date there is a long list of different classes of ncRNA usually classified by their nucleotide (nt)
length and function. Small ncRNAs range in length from 19 to 30 nt and have the ability to
regulate gene expressions by transcriptional or post-transcriptional processes (Klug et al. 2010).
In multicellular eukaryotes the genome is identical in all cells. What makes a cell type unique is
the ability to regulate genes and repressing them differently. However, there are situations where
the mRNA gets transcribed but not translated. This post-transcriptional regulation involves small
RNAs (Phillips 2008). Small ncRNA was first identified in plants but is now known to be
widespread throughout eukaryotes (Klug et al. 2010). The phenomena in which these small
ncRNA regulates gene expressions in the cytoplasm involves silencing of protein translations or
degradation of mRNA (Phillips 2008). The process is called RNA interference (RNAi) and refers
to sequence-specific post-transcriptional regulation. However, small ncRNA can also effect
regulation by interacting directly in the nucleus during the transcription or by modifying
chromatin structures. RNAi and in nucleus gene regulation by small ncRNA is called RNAinduced gene silencing (Klug et al. 2010).
RNAi was first discovered in Caenorhabditis elegans in 1998 (Fire et al. 1998). In the
experiment C.elegans were injected with both single- and double stranded RNA separately in
hope of suppressing the expression of the unc-22 gene. This was done by injecting RNAs with
complementary sequences to the unc-22 gene mRNA. It was expected that the single-stranded
RNA would suppress by binding to the sense mRNA, however the result of injection with the
double-stranded RNA showed a much higher rate of inhibition. Apparently one of the strands
complementary in sequence to the mRNA in the double-stranded RNA molecule degraded the
mRNA. This new form of regulation by altering the presence of mRNA was a huge discovery and
resulted in the Nobel Prize in 2006. Further studies on RNAi have revolutionized the
understanding of how the gene regulation machinery in eukaryotes work. Furthermore it has
given the opportunity to explore gene and protein function by manually controlling gene
regulation (Rana 2007).
The RNAi pathway differs depending on which class of small RNA is being studied. Most
ncRNA interact with ribonucleoprotein complexes (RNP), which consists of a specific setup of
proteins, depending on the type of class (Hogg & Collins 2008). Within these complexes is the
guide strand, which becomes the informative unit that further guides the pathway. The guide
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strand interact with target nucleic acids by complementary residues where the proteins later can
act by modify chemical properties or perform cleavage.
In RNAi the target sequence is mRNA, which means the processes have a critical role in gene
expressions and genome defences in eukaryotes (Carthew & Sontheimer 2009, Ghildiyal &
Zamore 2009, Vionnet 2009). Three of the subclasses of small RNAs involved in RNAi are micro
(mi)RNA, small interfering (si)RNA and Piwi-interacting (pi)RNAs. These classes has been
divided based on their precursors and stages in the pathway (Moazed 2009). The focus will be set
on miRNA and siRNA henceforth.
1.2 Micro RNA and small interfering RNA
Ranging from 20-30 nt long, these small RNAs have similar biogenesis pathways but different
origins. siRNA can have their origin from exogenous or endogenous sources, such as viruses or
transposable elements, and are introduced as double-stranded (ds)RNA precursors (Hamilton &
Baulcombe 1999, Hammond et al. 2000, Zamore et al. 2000). miRNA on the other hand derives
from endogenous precursors. These precursors can be of transcriptional origin within intergenic
regions, and are transcribed by RNA polymerase II (Lee et al. 2004). Studies have however
reported that other ncRNAs can act as precursors for miRNA, such as small nucleolar (sno)RNA.
snoRNAs are closely related in length with siRNA and miRNA, they are however best known for
its modifications on other ncRNA, like ribosomal (r)RNA or transfer (t)RNA (Ender et al. 2008,
Saraiya & Wang 2008).
siRNAs are generated after cleavage of the dsRNA precursor by the Dicer protein, producing a
21-25 nt dsRNA with two-nucleotide overhangs at both 3' ends. Dicer is an RNaseIII-type
enzyme with two RNaseIII domains and a PAZ-domain, however the setup of these domains can
differ between organisms. These domains determine the final length of siRNA by cleavage. The
cleavage is directed by the dsRNA precursor particular size and the 3' overhangs (figure 1) (Wery
et al. 2011).
The biogenesis of miRNA is somewhat more complicated. First off is a transcript called primary
(pri-)miRNA with approximately 1000 nt. It contains structures of double-stranded hairpins,
single-stranded overhangs at 5'- and 3'-end and approximately 10 nt distal loops (Saini et al.
2007). pri-miRNA gets treated by the microprocessor complex. A complex containing an
RNaseIII-type enzyme known as Drosha, a DiGeorge syndrome critical region gene 8 (DGCR8,
known as Pasha in invertebrates) and a protein with two dsRNA-binding domains (dsRBD) (Kim
& Kim 2007). Drosha is responsible for performing cleavage while DGCR8 act as a recognizer of
the pri-miRNA (Han et al. 2006). The cleavage results in a precursor (pre-)miRNA
approximately 65-70 nt long. The pre-miRNA is then transported out of the nucleus by Ran GTPdependent transporter Exportin 5 (Lund & Dahlberg 2006). Next the pre-miRNA interact with
Dicer in the cytoplasm performing cleavage of the terminal stem-loop. The result reveals mature
21-25 nt long miRNA (figure 1).
This is where the RNAi pathway for miRNA and siRNA converges. The double-stranded RNAi
specific molecule together with Dicer is further complemented with an Argonaute protein and
possibly a dsRNA-binding protein (dsRBP). Together they construct a RNA-induced silencing
loading complex (RISC loading complex) (MacRae et al. 2008). The loading complex has the
5

task to load the dsRNA onto the Argonaute protein. One strand of the dsRNA get discarded and
the RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC) is generated. The remaining strand is known as the
guide strand and act as a pointer to the target of silencing or degradation. The guide strand is
sometimes called the miRNA (in the case of miRNA pathway) while the opposite strand is
known as miRNA*(Wilson & Doudna 2013). The guide strand is partially or fully
complementary to the target mRNA. If it is partially complementary the binding sites is called
“seeds” and will result in silencing of the mRNA translation process. However, if it is fully
complementary the complex will perform degradation by endonucleolytic cleavage where the
base paring occur (Wilson & Doudna 2013). siRNA is usually fully complementary to its target
(Agrawal et al. 2003), while miRNA however can perform both decay and translational
repression by partially base paring interaction with the mRNA (Behm-Ansmant et al. 2006).

Figure 1. Biogenesis and RNAi pathway of miRNA and siRNA
siRNA precursors derives from the exterior while miRNA precursors (pre-miRNA) are generated after cleavage of
primary miRNA (pri-miRNA) by the microprocessor complex in the nucleus. pre-miRNA is transported out through
Exportin 5 into the cytoplasm. Precursor (either siRNA or miRNA precursor) interact with the RISC where one
strand gets discarded, the strand remaining together with the protein complex is the guide strand. The RISC and the
guide strand interact with target mRNA by perfect or partial homology. Perfect homology results in mRNA cleavage
while partial homology performs translational repression.
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Even though many of the proteins involved in the miRNA pathway have been identified it is still
unclear how precisely the action of regulation on the mRNA works. Many studies have also
shown differences of the process between different organisms. For example, plant miRNAs show
fully or near optimal complementary to its target and most often result in degradation. Metazoan
on the other hand most commonly have imperfect base paring sequences with seeds, which seem
to result in translational inhibition instead of slicing (Vionnet 2009).
1.3 Bioinformatic approach for identification of ncRNA
Thanks to large scale genome sequencing and efficient bioinformatic tools many novel ncRNA
has been discovered during the last decade in both unicellular and multicellular eukaryotes
(Argaman et al. 2001, Huttenhofer et al. 2001, Marker et al. 2002 Yuan et al. 2003, Aspgren et
al. 2004, Ruby et al. 2006, Zemann et al. 2006). The field of RNAi has expanded tremendously
and the relations between ncRNA and their associated protein complexes have become better
understood. Identifying ncRNA are however a demanding task because of their short lengths and
deficiency of sequence homology. In the next part, possible and fundamental bioinformatics
approaches for identifying ncRNA will be explained for the purpose of preparation for the study
of this project.
In this study, pre-sequenced short fragments of RNA from Giardia muris will be analysed for the
purpose of finding novel, or homologs of, small ncRNA.The Giardia genus is a group of
flagellated protozoans acting as parasites in several vertebrates (Adam 1991). Their evolutionary
distance to other eukaryotes and simplicity makes Giardia a very interesting candidate for further
understanding in the field of RNAi and other related small ncRNA. RNAi related ncRNAs have
been detected in Giardia intestinalis, the model organism from the Giardia genus (Chen et al.
2007, Chen et al. 2009, Zhang et al. 2009, Huang et al. 2012, Hudson et al. 2012), but to date no
researches on ncRNAs in G. muris have been performed. One intriguing question is whether the
ncRNAs of Giardia show an independent evolutionary path compared to other eukaryotic
branches. The comparison between Giardia and other eukaryotes is therefore of great
importance.
The search of ncRNA in G. muris involves many bioinformatics methods combined. The first
step could involve a comparative approach to search for known ncRNAs among other organisms
in the G. muris genome. From this point, by mapping the pre-sequenced RNAs to the G. muris
genome, the comparison between the potential hits and aligned RNAs can be made. Highly
aligned RNAs at the specific hit regions might indicate evidence that ncRNA occur in G. muris.
These regions and alignments can then be further investigated to find sequence specific ncRNA.
The main goal for this study is to look for small ncRNAs in G. muris by the means of different
bioinformatics methods and tools. It is therefore crucial to give an introduction to the
bioinformatics involved for the identification of ncRNAs.
1.3.1 Pairwise Sequence Alignment
Many methods for nucleotide sequence analysis are based on comparison between sequences by
an alignment process. The alignment process is a way to find correspondence in residues between
sequences and by that determine the relationship between them. In other words, the process
involves searching for common character patterns. The most fundamental alignment process is
7

pairwise sequence alignment, meaning there are two sequences to be aligned. The best alignment
is the one with highest score, given by a specific scoring scheme based on residue-residue
properties. These properties involve perfect matches, mismatches or deletion and insertions in the
sequence. In effect, this can be done by shifting one of the sequences relative to the other and
notify the user where pairing occurs. The most common strategies for this are global alignment
and local alignment. Global alignment refers to finding the best similarities over the entire length
of both sequences, and therefore requires that the sequences are of approximately equal lengths
and have known similarities. An appropriate situation were global alignment comes in handy is
when comparing two closely related sequences of approximately the same length to find specific
mutations in the sequences. Local alignment on the other hand focus on local similarities,
meaning that no assumption of relatedness or similar length is needed. Global alignment is not
well suited for sequences of unknown relatedness and variable length because it fails to detect
highly similar local regions. Therefore local alignment is the best strategy to find short motifs.
Dynamic programming is an approach that uses a quantitative way of determining the optimal
alignment by giving scores or penalties to matches, mismatches and gaps (figure 2). Two
sequences form a two dimensional matrix where one sequence represent the rows and the other
the columns, it’s then possible to compare all residues with each other. The scores are accounted
in the elements of the matrix and the best set of highest score makes out the optimal alignment or
the optimal alignments. The residues are calculated one row at a time according to a particular
scoring matrix. This scoring matrix vary depending on what type of sequence that is aligned. The
previously scanned row scores is accounted for when the next row is to be counted by studying
an intermediate 2x2 matrix. According to the scoring properties the best score is placed in the
bottom right corner of the 2x2 matrix which represent the current element (figure 2). This is done
until the whole matrix is filled with scores. The most traditional global alignment algorithm using
dynamic programming is Needleman-Wunsch algorithm (Needleman & Wunsch 1970). To find
the optimal path that represent the best global alignment is done by tracing the best scores by
starting in the bottom right corner and work the way up to the top left corner by choosing the path
that result in the highest total score. Note that there can be several paths with the same total
scores, meaning there can be different optimal alignments between the two sequences. During the
path tracing it is possible for the path to move horizontal or vertical, which indicate a deletion or
insertion. To find the best local alignment the tracing of the path does not have to begin in the
lower right corner of the matrix. Instead, it can start anywhere where the highest element score is
present. Smith-Waterman is the most used algorithm to search for regional sequence similarity
with local pairwise alignment (figure 2) (Smith & Waterman 1981). The outcome of final path or
paths resolves strongly on the scoring properties and should be carefully chosen because of its
biology importance (Xiong 2006).
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Figure 2. Smith-Waterman algorithm using dynamic programming.
A m+2 x n+2 matrix is constructed where m and n are the lengths of sequences. For each element in the matrix, the
maximum score of a surrounding 2x2 matrix consistent of adjacent elements (X, Y and Z) is placed in the current
element. The comparison between X, Y and Z to find the maximum score work as follows : calculate X plus the
score of the current element E where a match gives +2 and a mismatch -1 (in this scoring scheme), calculate Y minus
the gap penalty, in this scoring scheme -1, calculate Z minus the gap penalty. The maximum candidate is placed in
the current element E and an arrow pointing on the originated element. Observe that the E can have several pointers,
indicating surrounding element with the same score. Before starting the calculation all the elements of the first
scoring row and column is set to zero. The calculation is finished when the whole matrix is filled. To trace the path
and find the best local alignment start at the maximum E and follow the pointers until reaching a scoring element
containing zero (black arrows). If the path moves horizontal or vertical a gap is placed in the alignment, where
vertical movement indicates a gap in the sequence laying horizontal. Notify in the figure that the path separates at the
element containing a zero since there are two pointers. This indicates that there are two optimal local alignments.
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1.3.2 Database searching
A main application of pairwise alignment is to search databases. The sequencing of whole
genomes has resulted in an enormous amount of information that has to be analysed to make
biological sense. One of the most primitive challenges of bioinformatics is to store all this
sequenced data and elaborate applications to handle it through computer databases. The basic
idea of a database, beyond to store and organize data, is to retrieve archived information by a
variety of search criteria. Genomic databases with public access to data have become an essential
tool in biology. Newly sequenced data can be compared to sequences in databases to find
homology between or within organisms, which leads to better understanding of evolution and
functions of proteins and genes. In other words similarity searches trough sequence alignment is
crucial. Database searches involve the comparison of a query sequence with all the sequences in
that particular database. To perform this task the dynamic programming method can be too slow
and impractical so faster methods are relevant.
Methods for database search need to be fast and to be able to sort out true positives and exclude
false positives. True positives refer to correctly identified sequence members of the same family
while false positives refer to incorrect hits. The criterion to find true positives is called sensitivity
and the criterion to exclude false positives is called selectivity. A compromise between speed,
sensitivity and selectivity has to be made for database searches, since implementing algorithms
used in database searches with higher speed results in a lower accuracy in sensitivity and
selectivity.
The most widely used algorithm and method for database searches that have shown to be
revolutionary is the heuristic type. In the expense of taking shortcuts to reduce the searching
space it is not guaranteed to find the best result. The heuristic type tries to find the near optimal
solution. FASTA (Lipman & Pearson 1985) and BLAST (Altschul et al. 1990) are two major
heuristic algorithms used for searches in sequence databases. These are very fast compared to
dynamic programing method but instead the sensitivity and selectivity becomes less accurate.
BLAST and FASTA use a heuristic word method for pairwise sequence alignment.
BLAST is without doubt the most popular sequence analysis algorithm to date. With a given
input sequence it searches for high-scorings un-gapped segments of related sequences in the
database. With the help of a threshold value BLAST can separate significant similarity hits
against those that occur as a result of random chance. The first step of the BLAST algorithm is to
chop down the query sequence into words. These words are usually eleven nucleotides long
making out all possible words of the specific sequence. In the database these words are being
searched for and the matches are scored according to a specific substitution matrix. The matches
that achieve to pass a given threshold are picked out. BLAST then finds the corresponding
sequence of those words and extends pairwise alignment with the same substitution matrix. The
extension continues until the score drops below another threshold, a threshold of twenty in
nucleotide analysis. If the score is equal or greater than the threshold it is considered a sequence
hit. If the sequence lack gaps it is called a high-scoring segment pair (HSP).
The final output of a BLAST search contains a list with all sequence hits. However it is not
guaranteed that these matches are of significant importance. For the process of separating
evolutionary related sequences from unrelated matches a so called E-value is given. The E-value
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is a statistical indicator short for exception value and is dependent on the size of the database and
query sequence and also the statistical P-value. P is the probability for HSP to occur by chance.
The lower the E-value it is less likely that a match has occurred randomly (Xiong 2006).
1.3.3 Multiple Sequence Alignment
Pairwise alignment is fundamental to many methods used in bioinformatics. One field where
pairwise alignment is of great importance is the prediction of secondary structures, especially of
RNA molecules. However, pairwise alignment is seldom used as a single process since it only
compares two sequences. There are many situations where you have a set of sequences that need
to be searched for common patterns. This is done by multiple sequence alignment. The multiple
alignment of heuristic nature is most commonly used. It involves finding the best score of a
common pattern between the sequences according to a specific scoring scheme (Xiong 2006).
1.3.4 RNA secondary structure prediction
There are many situations where the primary structures of sequences just are not informative
enough for classifying a sequence. The secondary structure is especially important when the
primary structure does not show any conservation. This is often the case with ncRNA, which
makes it hard to find novel ncRNA only with primary sequence analysis. ncRNAs are showing
high structural similarity but low sequence conservations resulting in low sensitivity with the
BLAST search tool. It is therefore convenient to combine both sequence and structural
information in the prediction of ncRNA. There are basically two kinds of methods for RNA
structure prediction in general. One involves potential free energy minimization and the other
comparative sequence analysis. Ab initio (latin for “from the beginning”) is an approach using
comparative sequence analysis for structural prediction of one RNA sequence.
Ab initio is based on that the structure is determined by the sequence setup alone, meaning that
the RNA molecule smallest free energy is the most stable. Algorithms can be constructed to
search for this minimal free energy structure. The general equation for calculating the total free
energy change is:
∆G° = ∆H - T∆S
Where ∆G° is the total free energy, ∆H is the total enthalpy, T is the temperature and ∆S is the
total entropy. Using this equation, the total enthalpy and entropy need to be known for all
interactions in the molecule, often derived from empirical data. I In the case of estimating the
total free energy of a RNA molecule, these interaction can involve hydrogen bonds, base pairs
and base pair stacks (Mathews 2006). Notify that the process of determining the total free energy
of a RNA structure can be much more complicated, the purpose of showing the equation is to
give a simplified understanding of how the total free energy can be determined.
Since base-pairing can lower the free energy of RNA structures, one basic approach for ab initio
methods is to search for structure with the most base pairs. Also, specific base pairing and
adjacent pair can contribute to lower the free energy and can therefore be accounted for in ab
initio methods. For example, G-C pairs can be more stable than A-U pairs, which can be more
stable than G-U base pairs. On the other hand, loops such that exist in miRNA hairpin structures
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sometimes tend to destabilize and increase the free energy. This is usually because of the absence
of base pairing. These stabilizing and destabilizing interaction usually form a scoring scheme for
the ab initio method. Thus, the first step is to find all possible base-pairing patterns of the
sequence followed by calculation of total free energy based on parameters empirically derived for
small molecules. The result shows the predictions of secondary RNA structures of minimal free
energy, which is the energetically favourable structure.
One way of determining base-pair patterns is by dynamic programming method mentioned
above, with a scoring matrix containing energy terms. The dynamic programming method alone
can however be misleading since it only bring about one distinct structure. In reality, RNAs can
fold into several alternative structures, only having near minimum energy and not necessarily the
one with maximum amount of base pairs. This problem can be fixed by combining dynamic
programming with probabilistic methods. A probability function can calculate the mathematical
distribution of probable base pairs within the RNA structure in a thermodynamic equilibrium.
The more general term for such a probability distribution function is partition function
(McCaskill 1990). A partition function might contribute to the selection of additional suboptimal
secondary RNA structures within a specific energy interval.
Another approach for structure predictions of RNA is the comparative approach. These methods
use a set of homology sequences to predict a consensus structure with the assumption that they
fold into the same secondary structure. In this way conserved motif of secondary structures can
be determined. This is done by the concept of co-variation. The concept involves mutations of
base pairs in secondary conserved structures. In homology sequences, base pairs that form
secondary structures can undergo mutations through evolution. A mutation in one base pair
positions should be compensated for in the same position of the homolog sequence. By studying
where mutations have or have not occurred between the sequences, it is possible to determine
specific residue patterns that form common structural motif. Algorithms can be created to search
for these co-variation patterns. Comparative approaches have either algorithms that use already
aligned sequences as input or the algorithm does the alignment itself (Xiong 2006).
One very important notification is that many prediction programs combine these approaches to
improve accuracy. New methods are introduced regularly that combine sequence analysis with
probabilistic methods using thermodynamic terms and the comparative methods (Lorenz et al.
2011).
1.4 A preparatory study yielding small RNA candidates
As already mentioned, the topic of this report is a further analysis of sequenced RNAs from G.
muris. A preparatory study was performed by another project group involving the sequencing of
RNAs from G. muris and the prediction of small RNAs within G. muris genome. Potential
candidates of small RNAs was yielded by using different bioinformatics tools for analysing of the
sequenced data and annotation of the reference genome. The genome annotation of G. muris is
currently under progress by the same project group.
The pre-sequenced small RNAs of G. muris was obtained by high-throughput sequencing
yielding complementary (c)DNA. The 3’ adaptor sequences of pre-sequenced data was removed
12

before further analysis could be done. The set of sequences was sorted where fragments with
eleven or fewer base pairs were left out. This was necessary due to the tremendous amount of hits
that would otherwise occur in the mapping process. The next step involved alignment of the
sequenced RNAs against the reference genome (G. muris). The process involves “mapping” the
reads to the genome for the purpose of getting a view of transcriptional sites. This is of great
interest since a large amount of reads can “point” to a specific location in the genome, indicating
a gene or regulatory region. In addition, if the reads are of the same length and “points” to an
intergenic region of the genome it would indicate the presence of an ncRNA candidate since
regulatory elements or other small RNAs of biological significance usually show high
concentrations and unique structures. Thanks to genome-wide mapping of whole genomes this
has become a standard procedure. The RNA sequences were mapped against the G. muris
genome with the BWA software (Li & Durbin 2009). Specific other RNA, such as tRNA,
snoRNA and piRNA was filtered and searched for in the Rfam database (Rutherford et al. 2000
A). Three ncRNA candidates were found by filtering the internal Rfam search with an E-value
less than 0.001.
Next, the procedure of searching for known ncRNA in the reference genome was performed. In
the Hudson et al. (2012) paper 40 ncRNA were found in G. intestinalis, making it interesting to
look for these in G. muris. These ncRNA from G. intestinalis were used as a query in similarity
searches against the G. muris genome using the BLAST tool. Ten promising hits with an E-value
less than 0.1 were picked out. The type of BLAST used was BLASTN (Altschul et al. 1990).
Another approach was to blast ncRNAs from the well-known miRNA database miRBase
(Griffiths-Jones 2004). The hairpin dataset and the mature miRNA dataset were downloaded
from miRBase and blasted against the G. muris genome using BLASTN. Intergenic candidates
were picked out according to E-value less than 0.001. Seven miRNA candidates were picked out
in total.
Another alignment tool called ShortStack (Axtell 2013) was used to analyse small RNA with
respect to the reference genome. ShortStack analyses reference-aligned RNA sequenced data and
performs comprehensive annotation and quantification of small RNA genes. The result revealed
13 candidates within intergenic regions.
At this point there were 33 candidates of ncRNA in the G. muris. These were aligned to look for
motifs but none were discovered. However, aligning the hits from the blast with G. intestinalis
ncRNAs showed a clear motif on the 3’ end, which was also found in the Hudson et al (2012)
paper. It was reported in the paper that a conserved 12 nt RNA processing sequence motif at 3’
end regions was discovered in a large amount of ncRNA genes. A motif search on G. muris was
performed with the same approach as in the Hudson et al. (2012) paper yielding 397 more
candidates. These candidates were reduced to 82 by only taking those in intergenic regions.
Merging these results from the motif analysis with the 33 previously found yields a total of 115
candidates.
1.5 The search of ncRNAs in G. muris
The results from the BWA alignment and the given candidates could be analysed to search for
highly reference-aligned RNAs within candidates. For example, regions that indicated a large set
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of RNA sequences of approximately same length and mapped to one of the candidate region was
considered a potential ncRNA. Many of the candidates obtained could not be examined because
of the short time range of this study. However, most of the unexamined candidates will probably
be junk since more than half of these originated from a small 12 nt motif comparative search.
Well suited software packages for the purpose of annotation and alignment analysis are Artemis:
Genome Browser (Rutherford et al.2000 B) and SAMtools (Li et al. 2009). Artemis is a genome
browser and annotation tool that gives a visualization of aligned and mapped sequences.
SAMtools is a toolkit for handling large alignments/mappings stored in SAM or BAM format.
Another approach used was comparative genetics, called synteny analysis. This involved the
comparison of genes adjacent to potential ncRNAs in G. muris with the genes of G. intestinalis,
for the purpose of finding conserved regions of biological significance.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1 Sequencing data
The analysis involved sequencing data generated by high-throughput sequencing of G. muris.
Both extracted small RNA and in-process genome mapping of G. muris were used.
2.2 Software
2.2.1 Toolkits and Genome Browsers
Artemis (Genome Browser and Annotation Tool) (Rutherford et al. 2000 B) was used for the
purpose of manual inspection of aligned small RNAs to the G. muris genome. SAMtools
(Sequence alignment/Map toolkit) (Li et al. 2009, Sourceforge.net 2013) was used to handle
SAM/BAM files that contained the information about the mapping from bwa alignment, mainly
this involved extraction of specific regions. The GiardiaDB.org Genome Browser (The
EUPathDB Project Team 2010) was used for synteny analysis between G. muris and G.
intestinalis. Makeblastdb (NCBI 2012) is an application in the BLAST+ package for constructing
internal databases for blasting, which was used to make databases of specific extracted region.
Blastall application was then used for the internal BLASTN procedure (NCBI 2008).
2.2.2 Presentation and graphical overview
Gnuplot (Williams & Kelly 2010) was used for the analysis of small RNAs length distribution
within a specific region.
2.2.3 Bioinformatic methods/programs
BLASTN and BLASTP against giardiaDB.org Assemblage A isolate WB was performed to
search for conserved ncRNAs by synteny analysis between G. muris and G. intestinalis. In the
synteny analysis the Smith-Waterman (Smith & Waterman 1981) algorithm for nucleotides was
also performed using the EMBOSS Water
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(http://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/psa/emboss_water/nucleotide.html) to study the local similarities
between G. muris ncRNA candidates and the result from BLASTN.
2.2.4 Scripts by Python 2.7
LENseqFASTA was written for length analysis of small RNA and presentations of FASTA
format. BAMtoFASTA is a converter for the purpose of FASTA format conversion from BAM
format. BAMextractor was designed to export specific regions of a BAM file, outputted in BAM
format. The underlying toolkit is SAMtools for this program. SortOut sorts out all sequence to
only occur once, input as FASTA format, output as FASTA format with new header containing
the number of occurrence and an unique identity (Appendix 1).

3. Results
3.1 Artemis: Genome browser analysis
Artemis software (Rutherford et al. 2000 B) was used for the analysis of aligned small RNA to
the G. muris genome, as well as mapped ncRNA candidates from several methods stated in the
introduction. The first step involved manual inspection of highly aligned regions of small RNAs
in the genome following a criteria (figure 3). This was done to sort out and reject candidates
where RNAs did not align well. Of the 115 ncRNA candidates that were inspected, 40 were
considered following the criteria (Appendix 2). Of these 40 candidates, 32 were selected for
further analysis where candidates showing a criteria 3 (figure 3) were left out (table 1).
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Figure 3. Criteria of aligned small RNAs. The quality of alignment decreases with increased number.
The figure shows a genome region of reference-aligned small RNAs visualized in Artemis Genome Browser. The
quality of alignment was determined alone by manual inspection. There is no specific attribute or rules such as height
of alignment or variance in length of reads. The determination was very much situation based as seen in the figure.
Imagine the arrows pointing at alignments (stacks of small RNAs) within a candidate region. The green candidate
with criteria 1 was considered a highly RNA aligned candidate, the yellow candidate with criteria 2 was considered
well aligned and the blue candidate was considered a poor aligned candidate. Candidates with very low frequency of
RNA alignments was rejected.
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Table 1. Candidates obtained from highly aligned regions

ncRNA

Source1

GM_nc001
GM_nc007
GM_nc008
GM_nc010
GM_nc013
GM_nc015
GM_nc018
GM_nc019
GM_nc028
GM_nc032
GM_nc035
GM_nc043
GM_nc057
GM_nc058
GM_nc059
GM_nc068
GM_nc075
GM_nc078
GM_nc079
GM_nc081
GM_nc082
GM_nc086
GM_nc087
GM_nc088
GM_nc089
GM_nc097
GM_nc098
GM_nc101
GM_nc105
GM_nc109
GM_nc110
GM_nc112

ShortStack
motif
motif, ncRNA G.I., Rfam
motif
motif, ncRNA G.I.
motif
motif
motif
motif
motif
motif, Rfam
motif
motif, ncRNA G.I.
motif, ncRNA G.I.
motif, ncRNA G.I.
motif, ncRNA G.I.
motif
motif, Rfam
motif, ncRNA G.I.
motif
motif
motif, ncRNA G.I.
ShortStack
motif, ShortStack
Rfam, motif
motif
motif
motif
ShortStack
motif
motif
motif

Quality of
alignment2
2
1
2
2
2
2
1
2
2
1
2
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
2
1
1
2
2
2
1

1The

Blast G.I.3
E=1.6
E=0.95
E=0.95
E=0.95
E=0.004
E=0.95
E=0.95
E=0.95
E=0.24
E=0.015
E=0.24
E=0.95
E=0.061
E=0.015
E=4e-09
E=5e-18
E=0.24
E=0.24
E=1e-09
E=0.95
E=0.24
E=0.95
E=0.46
E=0.95
E=0.95
E=0.95
E=0.24
E=0.24
E=0.72
E=0.24
E=3.7
E=0.95

sources refers to how the candidates were yielded in the preparatory study. ncRNA G.I refers to the search of
known ncRNAs from G. intestinalis in the reference genome using BLAST tool.
2The quality of alignment, explained in figure 3. Candidates with criteria 3 is not included in this table, for complete
table see Appendix 2.
3Blast G.I refers to the search of similarities between the query candidate and G. intestinalis genome using BLAST
tool.
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3.2 BLASTN and BLASTP against Giardia intestinalis
All ncRNAs candidates with highly aligned regions were blasted against giardiaDB.org
(Aurrecoechea et al. 2009) (against Assemblage A isolate WB), which house the genome of G.
intestinalis , using blastn program (table 1). Those candidates yielding an E-value less than 0.1 (8
in total) were further investigated by synteny analysis. This analysis involved the genome
comparison between G. muris and G. intestinalis of nearby genes to the candidate. Synteny
analysis could strongly indicate conserved ncRNA regions if the candidate and the blast hit from
G. intesinalis shows the same adjacent genes. Conserved regions indicate regions of a biological
function, such as regulatory elements.
Adjacent genes to the candidates were blasted by blastp (protein sequence) against G. intestinalis
(Assemblage A isolate WB). The result yielded four candidates by comparing both adjacent,
upstream and downstream, genes to the candidate with hits yielding an upstream/downstream
correspondence to the blastn result of the candidate (table 2). The blast hits for these four
candidates was reported and found in the Hudson et al. (2012) study. To find conserved portions
between the candidates of G. muris and G. intestinalis Smith-Waterman algorithm (Smith &
Waterman 1981) was used through EMBOSS Water
(http://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/psa/emboss_water/nucleotide.html) to find local alignments between
the two sequences (figure 4).
Table 2. Synteny analysis*

ID
Position
GM_nc013(+) Upstream
Downstream
GM_nc058(-) Upstream
Downstream
GM_nc059(-) Upstream
Downstream
GM_nc068(-) Upstream
Downstream

Description
Dynein heavy chain
Hypothetical protein
Hypothetical protein
Coatomer zeta subunit
Chaperone protein DnaK HSP70
Hypothetical protein
Tubulin, small gamma tubulin complex gcp2
Hypothetical protein

Length
5117
1199
923
159
640
56
985
432

E
0.0
e-161
3e-19
2e-41
0.0
2e-24
0.0
1e-34

ID
GL50803_111950
GL50803_17549
GL50803_14071
GL50803_17345
GL50803_14581
GL50803_113788
GL50803_17429
GL50803_10712

*Adjacent genes (upstream and downstream) to each candidate were blasted against G. intestinalis to look for conserved regions.
The resulted hits are shown in the four right most columns, a link to GaridaDB.org Genome Browser for each hit is also provided.
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A.

C.
GlsR22 extended with 12 nt upstream, because of known conservation
from blast hits.

B.

D.
Gl U6 Cand* extended with 12 nt upstream, because of known
conservation from blast hits.

E.
Figure 4. Conserved candidates between G. muris and G. intestinalis
Each subfigure (A-E) shows the result from pairwise alignment between G. muris and G. intestinalis candidates by Smith-Waterman
algorithm. Motif sequence is highlighted in yellow.
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3.3 SAMtools: Export of candidates regions
The SAMtools toolkit was used to extract individual sequence reads from highly aligned regions
that were selected for further analyses in the Artemis analysis (Table 1). The mapping result by
BWA alignment had been filed in BAM format (binary SAM format, an alignment data file) in
the preparatory study. By extracting all reads of small RNAs within a specific candidate using
SAMtools, these extraction also became stored in alignment data files. These files containing the
reference-aligned small RNAs within a specific candidate enabled candidates to be analysed
independently.
If two candidates were so close to each other that they even overlap, SAMtools extract the same
region for these two candidates even though they have different (but very close) start and end
coordinates in the genome. This was the case with GM_nc078 and GM_nc079 candidates,
yielding two identical BAM files. It was decided to keep one file for the correspondent candidate
since this would ease further work.
3.4 Length analysis of small RNAs within regions
A length analysis within an extracted region could give a hint of sequence outliers in that region.
A sequence of biological significance is expected to be present with properties, like the length or
the frequency of a sequence quantity. Sorting out sequences of high frequencies and particular
length, might indicate the presence of ncRNAs.
The custom script LENseqFASTA (Appendix 1) was used for the analysis of small RNAs lengths
within a specific extracted region. This analysis gave an overview of the most common length of
small RNA within the specific region (Figure 5). Not all candidates were analysed for the
purpose of narrowing the amount of data in this research. Therefore, only ten candidates were
picked out, five of which originated from the blast against G. intestinalis (table 3).
Table 3. Length and quantity analysis of reads against ncRNA candidate regions*

ncRNA

Quantity sequences

Query sequence

Sorted Unsorted
23,653 107,817
16,451 46,639
19,441 135,543
17,428 54,120
17,077 56,691
8390
116,662
8390
116,662
225
960
11,742 173,015
8915
33,079
341
722

Source
SNORD31.1(Rfam)
GI_nc013
GI_nc058
GI_nc059
GI_nc068
snoPyro_CD.1 (Rfam)
GI_nc079
GM_nc087 (ShortStack)
GM_nc088
GM_nc089
GM_nc105 (ShortStack)

Figure 5
Length (query)
67
19 (100%)
22 (95%)
41 (92%)
60 (90%)
58
61 (88%)
60
108
131
86

GM_nc008
A
GM_nc013
B
GM_nc058
C
GM_nc059
D
GM_nc068
E
GM_nc078
F
GM_nc079
F
GM_nc087
G
GM_nc088
H
GM_nc089
I
GM_nc105
J
*This table work as a basis for the length analysis and the internal blast (next section). For each candidate quantities
of sorted an unsorted sequences are given. Unsorted sets contain multiple identical sequences, while sorted sets do
not. The query sequence is the sequence being blasted in the internal blast procedure.
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Figure 5. Small RNA length analysis within candidate region
𝑄
The bar charts of candidates A-J show the ratios (𝑅𝐿 = 𝐿 × 100) where RL is the
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𝑄𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙

0
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20

21

Length (nt)

22

ratio in percent of a particular sequence length within specific candidate (A-J), QL is
the quantity of that length and Qtotal is the total amount of unsorted sequences within
the candidate. Lengths with a ratio less than 5% are not included in this figure, for
complete ratios of all sequence lengths within these candidates see Appendix 2 .
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3.5 Internal BLAST database
The length analysis gave an overview of the most frequent sequences of a particular length.
However, it does not reveal any common specific sequence. An approach to search for the most
common sequences within a region could be an internal similarity search where a selected query
(a candidate or any other sequence within the region, for example blast hit against G. intestinalis
or a specific source that yielded the candidate (table 1)) would be used against all sequences of a
particular region using BLAST tool.
To investigate the dominance of any small RNA within a specific candidate region an internal
database was constructed by makeblastdb toolkit containing a sorted set of small RNAs of a
specific region, only containing unique sequences. The sorting was done by custom script
SortOut (Appendix 1). It was then possible to blast any sequence against that set of small RNAs
with blastall toolkit, e.g. candidates or blast results from G. intestinalis (table 3). A blast hit
yielding a specific small RNA sequence with low E-value together with a high quantity of that
sequence in the candidate region is a promising indication that the sequence is of biological
significance. However, the quantity of a specific sequence must be compared to the quantity of
unsorted sequence in the candidate region that it belongs to (table 3), otherwise the result might
be misleading.

Table 4. Internal BLAST result of GM_nc008

ID
GM_nc008_scaffold5_8_2442
GM_nc008_scaffold5_8_21300
GM_nc008_scaffold5_8_12965
GM_nc008_scaffold5_8_8102
GM_nc008_scaffold5_8_19008
GM_nc008_scaffold5_8_9039
GM_nc008_scaffold5_8_23551
GM_nc008_scaffold5_8_3511
GM_nc008_scaffold5_8_21799
GM_nc008_scaffold5_8_21758

Length
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51

Score
101
101
96
96
96
94
98
98
98
101

E-value
4e-24
4e-24
2e-22
2e-22
2e-22
9e-22
6e-23
6e-23
6e-23
4e-24

Quantity*
7848
4398
629
627
478
418
357
348
347
343

* Quantity of the specific sequence in the candidate region. Calculated during the sorting, using custom script
SortOut. The table is sorted by quantity showing top ten sequences.
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Table 5. Internal BLAST result of GM_nc013

ID
GM_nc013_scaffold5_187_15294
GM_nc013_scaffold5_187_1129
GM_nc013_scaffold5_187_16324
GM_nc013_scaffold5_187_11364
GM_nc013_scaffold5_187_1041
GM_nc013_scaffold5_187_217
GM_nc013_scaffold5_187_13185
GM_nc013_scaffold5_187_9253
GM_nc013_scaffold5_187_4202
GM_nc013_scaffold5_187_7604

Length
21
37
39
40
37
22
38
51
42
19

Score
26
38
38
38
38
28
38
38
38
22

E-value
0.020
5e-06
5e-06
5e-06
5e-06
0.005
5e-06
5e-06
5e-06
0.31

Quantity*
179
177
133
118
87
78
66
49
46
39

Length
41
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51

Score
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36

E-value
4e-05
4e-05
4e-05
4e-05
4e-05
4e-05
4e-05
4e-05
4e-05
4e-05

Quantity*
1161
831
821
401
317
288
207
152
134
126

Length
22
51
15
51
41
38
23
51
51
22

Score
30
58
22
24
48
40
32
28
58
24

E-value
0.004
2e-11
0.98
0.25
2e-08
4e-06
0.001
0.016
2e-11
0.25

Quantity*
16
11
6
5
4
4
4
3
3
3

* Quantity of the specific sequence in the candidate region. Calculated during the sorting, using custom script
SortOut. The table is sorted by quantity showing top ten sequences.
Table 6. Internal BLAST result of GM_nc058

ID
GM_nc058_scaffold5_1851_19073
GM_nc058_scaffold5_1851_14738
GM_nc058_scaffold5_1851_3696
GM_nc058_scaffold5_1851_3662
GM_nc058_scaffold5_1851_3061
GM_nc058_scaffold5_1851_13432
GM_nc058_scaffold5_1851_8638
GM_nc058_scaffold5_1851_7939
GM_nc058_scaffold5_1851_12332
GM_nc058_scaffold5_1851_16645

* Quantity of the specific sequence in the candidate region. Calculated during the sorting, using custom script
SortOut. The table is sorted by quantity showing top ten sequences.
Table 7. Internal BLAST result of GM_nc059

ID
GM_nc059_scaffold5_1855_8716
GM_nc059_scaffold5_1855_876
GM_nc059_scaffold5_1855_13326
GM_nc059_scaffold5_1855_16615
GM_nc059_scaffold5_1855_6307
GM_nc059_scaffold5_1855_2566
GM_nc059_scaffold5_1855_16958
GM_nc059_scaffold5_1855_7816
GM_nc059_scaffold5_1855_5976
GM_nc059_scaffold5_1855_1490

* Quantity of the specific sequence in the candidate region. Calculated during the sorting, using custom script
SortOut. The table is sorted by quantity showing top ten sequences.
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Table 8. Internal BLAST result of GM_nc068

ID
GM_nc068_scaffold5_2296_6598
GM_nc068_scaffold5_2296_6509
GM_nc068_scaffold5_2296_14212
GM_nc068_scaffold5_2296_5165
GM_nc068_scaffold5_2296_10883
GM_nc068_scaffold5_2296_4308
GM_nc068_scaffold5_2296_14942
GM_nc068_scaffold5_2296_4787
GM_nc068_scaffold5_2296_5506
GM_nc068_scaffold5_2296_15201

Length
17
21
22
20
20
20
20
21
23
51

Score
26
34
36
32
32
32
32
32
32
34

E-value
0.12
5e-04
1e-04
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.002
5e-04

Quantity*
685
49
48
40
39
28
27
22
19
18

Length
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51

Score
100
101
98
98
98
94
96
96
94
98

E-value
8e-24
2e-24
3e-23
3e-23
3e-23
5e-22
1e-22
1e-22
5e-22
3e-23

Quantity*
28556
6015
5953
3167
2788
1076
856
757
714
714

Length
36
36
36
36
51
34
45
34
51
44

Score
29
29
29
29
42
31
33
29
42
31

E-value
0.017
0.017
0.017
0.017
3e-06
0.004
0.001
0.017
3e-06
0.004

Quantity*
9573
515
368
295
233
207
146
134
82
75

* Quantity of the specific sequence in the candidate region. Calculated during the sorting, using custom script
SortOut. The table is sorted by quantity showing top ten sequences.
Table 9. Internal BLAST result of GM_nc078

ID
GM_nc078_scaffold5_3112_7426
GM_nc078_scaffold5_3112_4345
GM_nc078_scaffold5_3112_939
GM_nc078_scaffold5_3112_3269
GM_nc078_scaffold5_3112_2274
GM_nc078_scaffold5_3112_3162
GM_nc078_scaffold5_3112_2517
GM_nc078_scaffold5_3112_5213
GM_nc078_scaffold5_3112_5187
GM_nc078_scaffold5_3112_2903

*Quantity of the specific sequence in the candidate region. Calculated during the sorting, using custom script
SortOut. The table is sorted by quantity showing top ten sequences.
Table 10. Internal BLAST result of GM_nc079

ID
GM_nc079_scaffold5_3112_7100
GM_nc079_scaffold5_3112_6401
GM_nc079_scaffold5_3112_5820
GM_nc079_scaffold5_3112_7734
GM_nc079_scaffold5_3112_1062
GM_nc079_scaffold5_3112_7687
GM_nc079_scaffold5_3112_1936
GM_nc079_scaffold5_3112_6626
GM_nc079_scaffold5_3112_1785
GM_nc079_scaffold5_3112_3711

*Quantity of the specific sequence in the candidate region. Calculated during the sorting, using custom script
SortOut. The table is sorted by quantity showing top ten sequences.
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Table 11. Internal BLAST result of GM_nc087

ID
GM_nc087_scaffold5_3361_41
GM_nc087_scaffold5_3361_174
GM_nc087_scaffold5_3361_179
GM_nc087_scaffold5_3361_79
GM_nc087_scaffold5_3361_170
GM_nc087_scaffold5_3361_225
GM_nc087_scaffold5_3361_124
GM_nc087_scaffold5_3361_222
GM_nc087_scaffold5_3361_163
GM_nc087_scaffold5_3361_125

Length
21
21
21
22
21
21
20
22
21
21

Score
40
36
36
40
40
32
38
40
36
38

E-value
1e-07
2e-06
2e-06
1e-07
1e-07
3e-05
5e-07
1e-07
2e-06
5e-07

Quantity*
419
48
42
21
21
14
12
10
10
9

Length
25
26
24
25
28
43
29
25
27
31

Score
50
52
48
48
56
86
58
48
54
62

E-value
1e-08
3e-09
5e-08
5e-08
2e-10
2e-19
5e-11
5e-08
7e-10
3e-12

Quantity*
2673
1423
733
199
179
158
126
98
89
65

Length
34
51
51
51
51
32
51
42
32
51

Score
71
106
106
106
106
67
106
76
67
106

E-value
4e-15
8e-26
8e-26
8e-26
8e-26
7e-14
8e-26
2e-16
7e-14
8e-26

Quantity*
99
94
68
45
31
30
21
21
19
18

* Quantity of the specific sequence in the candidate region. Calculated during the sorting, using custom script
SortOut. The table is sorted by quantity showing top ten sequences.
Table 12. Internal BLAST result of GM_nc088

ID
GM_nc088_scaffold5_3864_10434
GM_nc088_scaffold5_3864_1630
GM_nc088_scaffold5_3864_11481
GM_nc088_scaffold5_3864_1194
GM_nc088_scaffold5_3864_1658
GM_nc088_scaffold5_3864_715
GM_nc088_scaffold5_3864_4779
GM_nc088_scaffold5_3864_7009
GM_nc088_scaffold5_3864_9616
GM_nc088_scaffold5_3864_5231

* Quantity of the specific sequence in the candidate region. Calculated during the sorting, using custom script
SortOut. The table is sorted by quantity showing top ten sequences.

Table 13. Internal BLAST result of GM_nc089

ID
GM_nc089_scaffold5_3929_994
GM_nc089_scaffold5_3929_2169
GM_nc089_scaffold5_3929_5020
GM_nc089_scaffold5_3929_5737
GM_nc089_scaffold5_3929_8387
GM_nc089_scaffold5_3929_5016
GM_nc089_scaffold5_3929_849
GM_nc089_scaffold5_3929_435
GM_nc089_scaffold5_3929_1411
GM_nc089_scaffold5_3929_6804

* Quantity of the specific sequence in the candidate region. Calculated during the sorting, using custom script
SortOut. The table is sorted by quantity showing top ten sequences.
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Table 14. Internal BLAST result of GM_nc105

ID
GM_nc105_scaffold5_5270_21
GM_nc105_scaffold5_5270_224
GM_nc105_scaffold5_5270_225
GM_nc105_scaffold5_5270_291
GM_nc105_scaffold5_5270_8
GM_nc105_scaffold5_5270_15
GM_nc105_scaffold5_5270_1
GM_nc105_scaffold5_5270_312
GM_nc105_scaffold5_5270_288
GM_nc105_scaffold5_5270_315

Length
20
21
20
22
20
21
20
22
21
20

Score
34
40
40
38
40
36
36
30
38
38

E-value
2e-05
3e-07
3e-07
1e-06
3e-07
4e-06
4e-06
3e-04
1e-06
1e-06

Quantity*
71
27
25
10
10
9
9
8
8
8

* Quantity of the specific sequence in the candidate region. Calculated during the sorting, using custom script
SortOut. The table is sorted by quantity showing top ten sequences.

4. Discussion
4.1 Manual inspection in Artemis
The resulting candidates from Artemis seemed to originate from the motif search (table 1). The
motif length of 12 nt is a short length that most likely will give many hits and it is not surprising
that it showed to be the most frequent source yielding a candidate. However, the result from
Hudson et al. (2012) where the motif was discovered showed many new ncRNA, which makes
all well aligned regions from motif origin in this project interesting. Unfortunately I did not have
time enough to examine all candidates, therefore the most promising candidates were selected for
further analysis.
Table 1 shows that there were very few candidates originating from miRNA (miRBase). This
might indicate that post-transcriptional regulation by miRNA in G. muris is evolutionary
separated from other eukaryotes. This is not a surprise since the deep branching Giardia genus is
distant from other eukaryotes in which miRNA have been studied.
Candidates showing indications of function from several sources in particular should be
highlighted. The only candidate showing indications of function from as much as three different
sources was GM_nc008 (motif, ncRNA G.I. and Rfam), making this a very interesting candidate.
4.2 GM_nc008
The similarity search between candidate GM_nc008 and G. intestinalis genome yielded a high Evalue, and was therefore not included in the synteny analysis. One of the sources yielding the
candidate was a snoRNA received from Rfam with a length of 67 nt. The length analysis of
candidate GM_nc008 (figure 5 A) clearly showed a high frequency of length of 51 with a
quantity of 21,969 of total 107,817 unsorted sequences (table 3). The sequence length of 51 nt
was also present in the internal blast, where all top ten sequences showed the same length of 51
(table 4). Among the top ten sequences in the internal blast there were two sequences that showed
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higher frequency compared to the others (table 4). Adding the quantities of these two sequences
results in 12,246 sequences of 107,817 unsorted sequences (table 3). With the presence of a
particular sequence length of 51 nt and the snoRNA source yielding the candidate, the prediction
can be made that GM_nc008 is a possible snoRNA in G. muris. Since snoRNAs have shown to
be involved in the pathway of small RNAs in several eukaryotes (Ender et al. 2008, Taft et al.
2009) and to be a precursor of miRNA in G. intesinalis (Saraiya & Wang 2008), further analyses
of this candidate can hopefully yield novel ncRNAs and their association with snoRNAs in G.
muris. Further analyses could involve the search of common primary structure patterns between
the sequences from the internal blast, for example by multiple alignment, to yield any presence of
a ncRNA.
4.3 GM_nc078
Candidate GM_nc078 showed similar results as GM_nc008. This candidate originated from a
snoRNA by Rfam together with the motif, and showed a high E-value in the similarity search
against G. intestinalis, consequently it also lacks the conservation with G. intestinalis. Both in the
length analysis (figure 5 F) and in the internal blast (table 9) it showed an even clearer presence
of a sequence length of 51 nt compared to the results of candidate GM_nc008. The internal blast
also indicates a dominance of a specific sequence (GM_nc078_scaffold5_3112_7426) since its
occurrence is almost five times larger than the sequence in second place (table 9). However,
GM_nc78 should also be further analysed with multiple alignment since the top ten of the
internal blast all have the length 51.
4.4 Conserved regions between G. muris and G. intestinalis
Four candidates (GM_nc013, GM_nc058, GM_nc059 and GM_nc068) suggest to be conserved
against G. intestinalis by the synteny analysis, and therefore strongly indicating that they are of
biological significance (table 2 and figure 4).
In the candidate blast against G. intestinalis, GM_nc013 and GM_nc058 revealed sequences of
length 19 and 22 nt (table 3), which also corresponds to the length of the conserved region in the
pairwise Smith-Waterman alignments in the synteny analysis (figure 4 A-B). Sequences of these
length coincide with the length of small RNAs, e.g. miRNA or siRNA, which make them very
interesting.
4.4.1 GM_nc013
The 12 nt motif at 3’ end of GM_nc013 shows four mutations (figure 4 A). GM_nc013 motif is a
better match with motif variant 12 from Hudson et al. (2012), shown to be present in G.
intesinalis ncRNAs GlsR8 and candidate-12. In the length analysis of GM_nc013, sequences of
length 17 and 16 nt showed high frequencies (figure 5 B). Since the similarity search against G.
intestinalis resulted in a 19 nt sequence, I was hoping to see a higher frequency of sequences with
length 19 in the length analysis. The length analysis support the synteny analysis and the
similarity search against G. intetinalis, however it gets obscured in the internal blast where there
is no clear sequence presence of lengths near 20 (table 5). With the highest frequency is a
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sequence of 21 nt with a high E-value compared to others, yielding some doubt whether this
sequence is indeed a small ncRNA.
4.4.2 GM_nc058
In the length analysis of GM_nc058 there are two interesting peaks on length 24 and 51 nt (figure
5 C). The length of 24 coincides well with the query sequence used in the internal blast (table 3)
with a length of 22 nt, thus I was hoping to find a sequence with a length of 22 to 24 nt and with
high frequency in the internal blast, as this might reveal a small RNA. However, sequences of
length 51 nt showed to almost be exclusive in the internal blast (table 6). With the highest
frequency in the internal blast was a sequence of length 41 with a low E-value, this length was
however almost negligible in figure 5 C. Supposing the sequences of length 51 are only a small
shifting of a few nt, once can expect to find a common sequence pattern with a length near 51 nt
between these sequences. An appropriate further analysis of the sequences of length 51 from the
internal blast would be multiple alignment to find that possible common pattern.
4.4.3 GM_nc059 and GM_nc068
The two remaining candidates that showed conserved regions by synteny analysis (GM_nc059
and GM_nc068, figure 4 C-D) both gave low E-values in the similarity search against G.
intestinalis (table 1) and in the synteny analysis (table 2). The conserved region of GM_nc059
with a length 41 nt (table 3) did not show any presence in the length analysis (figure 5 D) or in
the internal blast (table 7). The same phenomena was shown for GM_nc068 with a length of 60
nt (table 3, figure 5 E and table 8). GM_nc059 gave surprisingly low quantities in the internal
blast (table 7) where the highest sequence frequency was 16 out of 54,120 unsorted sequences
(table 3). Sequences with such low frequencies and ratios (ratio between specific sequence
frequency and the amount of unsorted sequences) does not indicate any biological function of a
particular sequence. However, GM_nc068 showed a clear presence of a sequence with length 17
in the internal blast (table 8). The possibility for this sequence being junk is hard to tell. The
sequence gave a high E-value of 0.12, however the conclusion whether it is too high or not is
beyond my expertise. The similarity search against G. intestinalis yielded a sequence with a
length of 60 nt which was also used as the query sequence in the internal blast (table 3). Since
candidate GM_nc068 showed to be conserved in the synteny analysis and showed the presence of
a 17 nt long sequence with the highest frequency in the internal blast, one can predict that this
sequence from the internal blast might be a small RNA.
4.5 Remaining candidates
4.5.1 GM_nc079
In the preparatory study of retrieving the candidates, as explained earlier, Hudson et al. (2012)
ncRNAs from G. intesinalis were blasted against the G. muris genome. The GlsR8 ncRNA from
G. intesinalis gave a hit resulting in candidate GM_nc079. This candidate also showed the
presence of a related motif variant 12, like GM_nc013 discussed earlier. GM_nc079 was not
found to be conserved in the synteny analysis, however in the Smith-Waterman alignment it did
show many matches (figure 4 E). Therefore, this candidate is still worthy of attention and should
be further analysed, possibly by studying the secondary structures.
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4.5.2 GM_nc087
Based on the length analysis, candidate GM_nc087 strongly indicate a presence of a small RNA
with length 21 nt (figure 5 G). This suggestion is backed up by the internal blast, showing a
dominance of length 21 and a specific sequence (table 11). However, the alignment quality is not
impressive, which can be seen in the low amount of unsorted sequences with a quantity of 960
(table 3). Once again, here is the dilemma noted earlier in this discussion. It is expected to find
high quality alignments within a region of potential small RNAs. However, what should be
considered high quality alignments regarding small RNAs? Does the transcription frequencies of
ncRNAs differ compared to other RNAs? If so, that is a crucial factor that need to be included in
the alignment analysis, especially when manual inspection is involved.
4.5.3 GM_nc088
GM_nc088 was a candidate originated from ShortStack and motif. The lengths of sequences
within the region are spread but with peaks at 16, 29, 30 and 51 (figure 5 H). GM_nc088 is also
the region with the most alignments (table 3). In the internal blast it shows a dominance of
lengths 24 to 26, which is a promising range for possible small RNAs. However, the ratio
between the quantities of these lengths and the total unsorted sequences is very low (table 12 and
table 3). GM_nc088 is widely extended with a length of 108 nt (table 3). The long length of the
candidate contribute to the vast amount of total unsorted alignments. Studying the internal blast
might yield interesting regions in the candidate, for example by investigating where the top three
sequences are positioned. It would then be appropriate to perform the length analysis and the
internal blast again but this time with a shorter candidate, hopefully yielding more accurate
results.
4.5.4 GM_nc089 and GM_nc105
Finally GM_nc89 and GM_nc105 showed promising length of 51 respective 20-21 nt in the
length analysis (figure 5 I-J). The internal blast did however not yield a dominant length
frequency. However, the length 51 in GM_nc089 and the length 20-21 in GM_nc105 were
present (table 13). There is a probability of these sequences being a shifting by one or two
residues. If so, these candidates deserve further attention, even though the quantity frequencies
are very low.
4.6 Reflecting on this study and further studies
The manual inspection of candidates in Artemis showed to be quite challenging since the mapped
alignment of small RNAs could vary in a large scale. The challenging part was to determine
which candidates should be considered “good” or “less good”. During the inspection there were
frequent encounters of well-aligned intergenic regions that were not among the candidates,
however the possibility of these being fragments of gene promoters is very high since these
alignments were often seen very close upstream to the adjacent gene. The abortive initiation
process during the transcription phase might be the reason for highly alignments in these regions.
The probability of missing a good candidate is high while processing this amount of data by
manual inspection.
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During all the blast processes, both against G. intestinalis and the internal blast, mainly the Evalue was used instead of the scores calculated by the scoring scheme while performing
similarity searches using BLAST tool. Since this report provides an introduction to the field of
bioinformatics, it was deemed relevant to focus on the E-value since it is easier to relate to. A hit
with a high E-value is simply not relevant in this study, but of course, at the same time the hit can
have yielded a high score. For a better blast analysis both the E-values and the scores should have
been accounted for.
The many phases of small RNAs contribute to the vast variety of sequences being involved in the
pathway of a specific small RNA (Wilson & Doudna 2013), e.g. pri-miRNA and pre-miRNA.
The length variety within the alignments is therefore not surprising. The mature small ncRNA
can definitely be hiding within sequences of different lengths. A conclusive method for these
sequences is the analysis of multiple alignment to find the common pattern between them. The
class of small RNA could be investigated further using secondary structure predictions involving
co-variance. However, it has been discussed that secondary structure prediction might not be
necessary and even misleading (Erhard & Zimmer 2010), and instead one should focus on
primary features with specialized methods involving specific scoring matrices. Scoring matrices
are indeed one of many factors for the identifications of ncRNAs. For more rigorous and correct
results regarding relatedness and conservations in this study, these scoring matrices need more
attention.
Because of the short time frame of this project many candidates were not analysed. More
information may be found in the other candidates that were not included in the analyses. The
length analysis should at least have been performed on every candidate (40 candidates form the
manual inspection, table 1). It also contributed to the incomplete recover of sequence specific
ncRNAs. For example, by investigating sequence specific patterns of the four candidates yielding
conserved regions between G. muris and G. intestinalis (GM_nc013, GM_nc058, GM_nc059 and
GM_nc068), might expose novel small ncRNAs.
No statistical analysis was made from the data received in the study. It would be most relevant to
apply statistical analyses to the length analysis. One intriguing question is how the sequence with
the highest frequency within a candidate region actually indicates a biological significance. An
important aspect of predicting a sequence with a biological function is the quantity ratio between
the specific RNA sequence (the results from the internal blast) and the total amount of unsorted
sequences in the candidate region. With a calculated ratio value of each sequence in the internal
blast once could investigate the relationship between ratios, both within the same internal blast
and in between different internal blasts. This could yield a better understanding of what is
considered a highly frequent sequence within a candidate, and therefore ease the process of
determining sequences of biological significance in length analyses. To perform this analysis the
candidate nt length is strongly relevant since it contribute to the amount of unsorted sequences. A
longer candidate region can result in a greater amount of unsorted sequences. A good idea would
be to extract the sequences within a candidate region with the same residue range for all
extractions. However, the range must be carefully chosen since it can overlap a promoter region
or an intragenic region, causing misleading quantities. As stated in the result section, SAMtools
sometimes extract inaccurate regions, which could be problematic, especially in a ratio study. It is
therefore also crucial to understand exactly how SAMtools work in this matter. All these factors
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and an appropriate statistical method need to be selected and overlooked with caution to perform
this kind of ratio analysis.
This report included an introduction to bioinformatics and RNAi, followed by a study with the
purpose of finding potential small ncRNAs within G. muris. The result showed four conserved
possible ncRNAs within intergenic regions between G. muris and G. intestinalis (table 2 and
figure 4). It also showed the presence of two possible snoRNAs (GM_nc008 and GM_nc078).
The length analysis also showed some promising ncRNA candidates. However,these have to be
further analysed, as proposed with multiple alignments methods, before drawing any conclusions.
Further studies on analysed candidates should involve the determination of absolute sequences of
these ncRNAs.
RNAi has revolutionized our understanding of regulatory activities within eukaryotes (Phillips
2008), and an even wider understanding of RNAi within deep-branching eukaryotes, such as
Giardia genus, might answer questions regarding the evolutionary origin of RNAi. The Dicer
protein has only shown to be present in eukaryotes while the Argonaute proteins also have been
found in eubacteria and archea, which might imply that small RNAs have served as guides in
proteins in early evolutionary life forms (Ghildiyal & Zamore 2009). Apart from evolution
studies, RNAi has also shown to be a valuable tool within therapeutic application by manually
controlling the expression of proteins related to diseases (Whalley 2006), which makes RNAi an
interesting subject within medicine. Research and special applications in RNAi will probably
expand in the future together with newly and further developments within computational
methods. Next generation sequencing has surely revolutionized our demanding task of analysing
great amount of information, and together with the variety of computational methods, this will
reveal many new discoveries in RNAi.
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Appendix 1
Source code: Scripts Python 2.7
Figure 1. BAMectractor: Extract special regions of alignments in a BAM file.
#BAMextractor
#Fredrik Wrede
import os
print "BAMextractor: extract specific regions of BAM file using SAMtools. You have to
index the BAM file before usage of this program\nSAMpath=/home/fredrik/bin/samtools0.1.19/samtools"
IDfilename=raw_input('ID file: ') # Should contain the IDs of the region to
be extracted, should also be present in GFF file
GFFfilename=raw_input('GFF file: ') # IDs will be search for in GFF file and
extract their regions
BAMfilename=raw_input('BAM file: ')
SAMpath="/home/fredrik/bin/samtools-0.1.19/samtools"
try:
IDfile=open(IDfilename)
IDs=IDfile.read()
IDarray=IDs.split("\n")
print IDarray
for ID in IDarray:
grep=os.popen("grep "+ID+" "+GFFfilename).read()
greparray=grep.split("\t")
print "ID : "+ID
loci=greparray[0]
lociname=loci.replace("/","_")
print "loci : "+loci
start=greparray[3]
print "start : "+start
end=greparray[4]
print "end : "+end
os.system(SAMpath+" view "+BAMfilename+" "+loci+":"+start+"-"+end)
os.system(SAMpath+" view -b "+BAMfilename+" "+loci+" "+">"+"
"+ID+"_"+lociname+".bam")
except IOError as e:
print "IOError: \n", e
finally:
try:
IDfile.close()
except IOError as e:
print "IOError: \n", e

Figure 2. BAMtoFASTA: BAM format to FASTA format conversion
#BAMtoFASTA
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#
#

#Fredrik Wrede
import os
filelist = os.listdir(os.getcwd())
fastapath='/home/fredrik/Documents/Muris_ncRNAs/ncRNAs/SAMtools/ncRNA/fasta/'
for file in filelist:
newfilename=file[0:len(file)-3]+'fasta'
os.system('/home/fredrik/bin/samtools-0.1.19/samtools view '+ file+' | awk
\'{OFS=\"\\t\"; print \">\"$1\"\\n\"$10}\' - > '+fastapath+newfilename)

Figure 3. LENseqFASTA. Analysis of sequence length in a FASTA file.
#LENseqFASTA
#Fredrik Wrede
countTbl={}

FASTAfile=raw_input("FASTA file: ")
read=open(FASTAfile)
for line in read:
if not line[0]=='>':
length=len(line)-1
if length in countTbl:
countTbl[length] += 1
else:
countTbl[length] = 1

vallist=[0 for x in range(len(countTbl))]
keylist=[0 for x in range(len(countTbl))]
i=0
for key in countTbl:
vallist[i]=countTbl[key]
keylist[i]=key
i+=1

#Quicksort algorithm
def qsort1(list):
"""Quicksort using list comprehensions"""
if list == []:
return []
else:
pivot = list[0]
lesser = qsort1([x for x in list[1:] if x < pivot])
greater = qsort1([x for x in list[1:] if x >= pivot])
return lesser + [pivot] + greater
sortlist=qsort1(vallist)
writer=open(FASTAfile[0:len(FASTAfile)-5]+'txt','w')
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for x in range(len(sortlist)-1,-1,-1):
val=sortlist[x]
for i in range(0,len(vallist),1):
if vallist[i]==val:
writer.write(str(keylist[i])+" "+str(val)+'\n')
print keylist[i]," : ",val
read.close()
writer.close()

Figure 4. SortOut: Sorts out all sequences to occur only once.
#SortOut
#Fredrik Wrede
countTbl={}
try:
FASTAfile=raw_input("FASTA file: ")
read=open(FASTAfile)
for line in read:
if not line[0]=='>':
if line in countTbl:
countTbl[line] += 1
else:
countTbl[line] = 1
def makeFASTA(hash):
try:
sortedfile=open(FASTAfile[0:len(FASTAfile)-6]+'.sorted.fasta','w')
totalseq=0
for x in hash.values():
totalseq+=x
#sortedfile.write(';'+FASTAfile[0:len(FASTAfile)-6]+'.sorted.fasta'+' total
unique seq: '+str(len(hash))+' total seq:'+str(totalseq)+'\n')
id=1
for key in hash:
sortedfile.write('>amount: '+str(hash[key])+': length: '+str(len(key)-1)+':
ID:'+FASTAfile[0:len(FASTAfile)-6]+'_'+str(id)+'\n')
sortedfile.write(key)
id+=1
Exception IOError as e:
print “IOError : \n“, e
finally:
sortedfile.close()
makeFASTA(countTbl)
Exception IOError as e:
print “IOError : \n“, e
finally:
read.close()
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Appendix 2
Supplementary Table 1. Candidates obtained from highly aligned regions

ncRNA

Source1

GM_nc001
GM_nc007
GM_nc008
GM_nc010
GM_nc012
GM_nc013
GM_nc015
GM_nc018
GM_nc019
GM_nc026
GM_nc028
GM_nc029
GM_nc032
GM_nc035
GM_nc041
GM_nc043
GM_nc049
GM_nc057
GM_nc058
GM_nc059
GM_nc067
GM_nc068
GM_nc069
GM_nc075
GM_nc078
GM_nc079
GM_nc081
GM_nc082
GM_nc086
GM_nc087
GM_nc088
GM_nc089
GM_nc094
GM_nc097
GM_nc098
GM_nc101

ShortStack
motif
motif, ncRNA G.I., Rfam
motif
motif
motif, ncRNA G.I.
motif
motif
motif
motif
motif
miRNA
motif
motif, Rfam
motif
motif
motif
motif, ncRNA G.I.
motif, ncRNA G.I.
motif, ncRNA G.I.
motif
motif, ncRNA G.I.
ShortStack
motif
motif, Rfam
motif, ncRNA G.I.
motif
motif
motif, ncRNA G.I.
ShortStack
motif, ShortStack
Rfam, motif
motif
motif
motif
motif

Quality of
alignment2
2
1
2
2
3
2
2
1
2
3
2
3
1
2
3
1
3
1
1
1
3
2
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
3
2
1
1
40

Blast G.I.3
E=1.6
E=0.95
E=0.95
E=0.95
E=0.95
E=0.004
E=0.95
E=0.95
E=0.95
E=0.95
E=0.24
E=0.002
E=0.015
E=0.24
E=3.7
E=0.95
E=0.22
E=0.061
E=0.015
E=4e-09
E=0.95
E=5e-18
E=0.35
E=0.24
E=0.24
E=1e-09
E=0.95
E=0.24
E=0.95
E=0.46
E=0.95
E=0.95
E=0.95
E=0.95
E=0.24
E=0.24

GM_nc105
GM_nc109
GM_nc110
GM_nc112

ShortStack
motif
motif
motif

2
2
2
1

E=0.72
E=0.24
E=3.7
E=0.95

1The

sources refers to how the candidates were yielded in the preparatory study. ncRNA G.I refers to the search of
known ncRNAs from G. intestinalis in the reference genome using BLAST tool.
2The quality of alignment, explained in figure 3.
3Blast G.I refers to the search of similarities between the query candidate and G. intestinalis genome using BLAST
tool.

Supplementary Figure 1. Small RNA length analysis within candidate region

A: GM_nc008
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B: GM_nc013
Ratio (of total 46,639)
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C: GM_nc058
Ratio (of total 135543)
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D: GM_nc059
Ratio (of total 54120)
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E: GM_nc068
Ratio (of total 56691)
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F: GM_nc078 & GM_nc079
Ratio (of total 116662)
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G: GM_nc087
Ratio (of total 960)
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H: GM_nc088
Ratio (of total 173015)
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I: GM_nc089
Ratio (of total 33079)
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J: GM_nc105
Ratio (of total 722)
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